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Abstract
To minimize the scheduling issues in parallel computing, we
describes the scheduling of independent tasks using makespan
with deadline as a scheduling importance. Parallel computing
facilities to scheduling on different nodes becomes an
important concerns in the ongoing years. In multi-objective
heterogeneous computing nodes enhances large amount of
scheduling and resource allocation to optimize performance
and application tasks are factor that make the scheduling on NP
Hard problem. For high scheduling of parallel jobs in grid
environment we used metaheuristics to find near optimal
solution. In this paper, we study scheduling of parallel jobs and
concentrate on high-performance workload and optimizes the
parameters such as for instance deadline, makespan and
flowtime with the utilization of multi-objective monarch
butterfly optimization algorithm (MOMBOA) predicated on
multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA). Our aim should be
to idle for high scheduling of parallel jobs in heterogeneous
environment. The end result show the potency of the proposed
method MOMBO providing solutions that enhance the
performance, makespan and deadline regarding other wellknown techniques in the literature.
Keyword: Parallel computing, Scheduling, Monarch Butterfly
Optimization Algorithm (MOMBOA).

INTRODUCTION
In computer Science there are several techniques to solve the
problems either on single processor or multiprocessor. It is
impossible to solve large problems on single processor with high
computation power. So, first to solve large problems with high
computation power at constant or reasonable computation time
and second make them robust at the characteristics of the define
problem are the aims of parallel metaheuristic. To solve complex
and large problems of realistic scale can be offer by
metaheuristic.
Multi-objective in parallel computing environment are generally
used for better performance because it breakdown the workload
of complex jobs into smaller ones that enhance to high
performance with better makespan. Several cluster are used to
develop these types of environment because in grid environment
several clusters are used to interconnect network resources with
performance of computation. Performance can be increased by
better utilization of resources and it depends upon the execution
time i.e. startup time of jobs.

In existing methodology have many limitation like ant colony
based (ACB) technique is that it converges at low speed in the
initial stages and requires more time and energy to converge
and not guarantee is to find optimal solution this happens as a
result of incorrect choice of the initial probable parameter. So,
we use Monarch Buttery Optimization (MBO) in parallel
computing is based upon job scheduling techniques and MBO
is a population based algorithm and have better execution on
multi-objective fitness function and it find the near optimal
solution among the existing and proposed techniques based on
the makespan, deadline and flow time.
The aim of parallel meta-heuristics, to find near and optimal
solutions to increase performance together with the most
approaches to instantiate them for neighborhood-and
population based meta-heuristics. To solve the computation
using deadline and makespan with parallel metaheuristic.

RELATED SEARCH
Crainic et al. (2017) present an over-all view of parallel metaheuristic for optimization is based upon cooperation-based
strategies, which display remarkable performances on
asynchronous exchanges and the creation of new information
out of exchanged data to boost the global guidance of the
search.
Hedieh Sajedi et al. (2017) approves a new algorithm is
established for scheduling in grid computing that provides a
genetic algorithm, to reduce the completion time of machines
and avoids trapping in a local minimum effectively. It has the
capability of globally optimization.
Mohammad Masdari et al. (2016) provided the detailed
analysis of workflow scheduling schemes for parallel
computing. It focuses on giving solution to the issues that is,
proper execution of workflows e.g. budget and deadline
constraints.
Hang Qu et al. (2016) gave steering regarding the new
programing design that allows high performance workloads to
run on thousands of cores, named as Canary. Canary has been
a primary that borrows distributed programing from high
performance computing to execute quick codes. In Canary, the
duties of the controller and employees are swapped then
arranged the required knowledge and assigns knowledge
partition to the controller. Every controller then schedules tasks
in line with the allotted partition.
Saurabh Bilgaiyan et al. (2014) every controller schedules
tasks in line with the allotted partition. Evolutionary
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optimization techniques that are mostly used for scheduling and
task-resource mapping on parallel computing.
Seyedali Mirjalili et al. (2014) proposed a comparative study
with attractive force Search algorithmic program (GSA),
Particle Swarm optimization (PSO), Differential Evolution
(DE), Evolution Strategy (ES), and organic process
Programming (EP).
Wang et al. (2014) In MBO Monarch butterflies can be placed
in two places i.e. northern USA and southern (place 1) and
Mexico (place 2). Initially, by migration operator the
offspring’s are produced, which can be balanced butterfly
adjusting operator, which can be balanced by the migration
operator. It is taken after by tuning the situations for different
butterflies by methods for butterfly adjusting operator. Yiqiu
Fang et al. (2011) introduce task scheduling in two levels to
balance the load in an efficient manner. The two level
scheduling mechanism increases the utilization of resources.
Ying Chang-tian et al. (2013) Dynamic voltage scaling
technique is used to minimization of power usage and genetic
algorithm is used for selecting best scheduling critirea for both
algorithms utilize the techniques and double fitness to identify
that performance and select individuals also undertake that
genetic algorithmic program to duplicate consider the
reasonable scheduling technique. The resources are conﬁgured
then energy consumption reduces by parallel applications to
computation nodes.
Eloi Gabaldon et.al (2017). The analysis in programing has
targeting not solely optimizing the energy consumed by the
processors however additionally optimizing the makespan, i.e.,
job completion time. The massive range of heterogeneous
computing nodes.
Mahfouz Alam et al. (2016) focused on total workload is
divided according to the processors of the distributed system to
progress resource utilization and its task's response time; it
should ignore a condition in which few processors are under
loaded or overloaded or moderately loaded.
Fahimeh Farahnakian et al. (2015) have presented
architecture of distributed systems to execute a VM
Consolidation dynamically to minimize power usage for data
centers of parallel. It introduced Ant Colony system based VM
Consolidation (ACSVMC) methodology finds out the nearoptimal solution with different particular unbiased function
.Experiment outcomes upon real data indicate that ACSVMC
minimizes power usage and also keeps the required efficiency
in a parallel data centers.
Javid Taheri et al. (2014) works on scheduling phase and
provide two algorithms to reduce the make-span for executing
all jobs and transfer time for all data-fields. It use two
collaborating algorithm for schedule job & replicate data-fields
to connected nodes and storage nodes for large system; it can
address the bulk scheduling mode.
T. Vigneswari et al. (2014) proposed job programming for
economical utilization of grid resources. Programming of jobs
is difficult and NP complete.

Sukhpal et al. (2014) presented K-means clustering algorithm
has been used to analyze and cluster workloads for assigning
weights. In a parallel environment, needs a challenge to
effectively perform scheduling process. The distinguishing
work done was creation of workload used to categorize
different types of workloads and then schedule them.
Clustering of workloads is then done by k-means based
clustering algorithm. As a result effective resource
management and scheduling is done.
Joanna Kołodziej et al. (2013) have tackled the particular
01independent batch scheduling within the computational grid
like a bi-objective global reduction issue with makespan and
power usage as primary requirements and also applied
Dynamic voltage Scaling Frequency technique towards energy
used by the particular grid resources.
Jing Liu et al. (2013) introduced model for scheduling, the
resolution solution dependent on multi-objective genetic
algorithmic rule (MOGA) is created together crossover
operators, choice operators and approach to selecting solutions.
It possesses a balance for general performance associated with
numerous objects.
Ying Chang et al. (2012) describes scheduling of independent
tasks as minimization issue with in parallel computing using
makespan along with energy usage as a scheduling
considerations. These algorithms utilize the techniques
regarding unite and fitness to identify that performance and
select individuals its results indicates choose the best
agreement in between makespan and power usage.
Sid Ahmed et al. (2010) On heterogeneous distributed
resources computational grids have the potential for resolution
large-scale scientiﬁc issues. The key technical hurdles should
overcome before this potential may be completed. To effective
utilization of machine grids is that the efﬁcient co-allocation of
jobs.

METAHEURISTICS
Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm is used as existing and
Multi-objective Monarch Butterfly Optimization Algorithm is
our proposed methodology that are used for new research.
A.

Genetic algorithm

Genetic Algorithm is a metaheuristic inspired optimization
method based on natural selection of population. For
optimization Genetic algorithms (GA) is widely to produce
high-quality solutions by using mutation, crossover and
selection operators. The essential steps for genetic algorithmic
are:
a.

To start algorithm initial population is required;
population is a set of random strings that can be generate
by random generator. Fitness function is identified for each
population string.

b.

The crossover operator picks sets of strings aimlessly and
delivers new matches.
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c.

The mutation operator unpredictably transforms or turns
around the estimations of bits amid a string. The amount
of change activities is set by a mutation rate.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Monarch Butterfly Migration Operator

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒.
𝐽𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑏𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒.
𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑡
𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑.
𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑏𝑦 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟.
𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑.
𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑜𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑒
𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠.
𝑇𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑎 𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎 𝑖𝑠 𝑚𝑒𝑡.

Monarch butterflies (MB) can move from Place 1 called
Subpopulation 1 to Place 2 called Subpopulation 2. The
quantity of is 𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑙(𝑝 ∗ 𝑁𝑃)(𝑁𝑃1)𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁𝑃 − 𝑁𝑃1 (𝑁𝑃2).
Here, 𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑙(𝑥) rounds 𝑥; 𝑁𝑃 is the number of the population; 𝑝
is the proportion of MB in Place 1. This relocation procedure
can be as takes after.
𝑠
𝑠+1
𝑥𝑎,𝑛
= 𝑥𝑚1,𝑛

eq. (1)

𝑠+1
Where 𝑥𝑎,𝑛
is the 𝑠 𝑡ℎ component of 𝑥𝑎 generation 𝑠 + 1 is
𝑠
the situation of MB 𝑎 and 𝑥𝑚,,𝑛
is the 𝑠 𝑡ℎ component of 𝑥𝑚 that
is the MB 𝑚1 recently produced position of the randomly
choose from Subpopulation 1. When 𝑚 ≤ 𝑝 , the component
𝑛 in the recently created MB is created by Eq. (1). Here,

Figure 1: use to describe the phases of GA.

B.

2. Monarch Butterfly Adjusting Operator

𝑚 = 𝑟𝑎𝑑 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑖

Monarch Butterfly Algorithm

Monarch butterfly has an orange and black colour. Male and
female monarch have different wings to recognize them. It is a
milkweed margarine x in the family Nymphalidae. The eastern
North American monarch is known for its capacity of moving
by flying a large number of miles from Place 1 (USA and
southern Canada) to Place 2 (Mexico) each late spring; flying
over west of the Rough Mountains to California. The female
ones lay eggs for producing population and a few butterflies
perform Levy flight when they move.

eq. (2)

𝑝𝑟𝑖 is movement period and 𝑟𝑎𝑑 is an arbitrary number.
If 𝑚 > 𝑝 , the component 𝑛 in the recently created MB is
produced by
𝑠
𝑠+1
𝑥𝑎,𝑛
= 𝑥𝑚2,𝑛

eq. (3)

𝑠
Where, 𝑥𝑚2,𝑛
is the 𝑠 𝑡ℎ component of 𝑥𝑚2 is randomly chosen
and recently created position of MB from Subpopulation 2.
From Subpopulation 1 MBO strategy can adjust the movement
administrator by proportion 𝑝. The movement administrator
can be spoken to in Algorithm 1.

Monarch butterfly optimization
𝑨𝒍𝒈𝒐𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒉𝒎 𝟏 ∶ 𝑴𝒊𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝒐𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒐𝒓

With a specific end goal to make the migration behaviour of
monarch butterflies there are different improvement issues:
1. All the monarch butterflies are just situated in Land 1 or
then move to Place 2; make up the entire monarch butterfly
populace.
2. Every type monarch butterfly individual is produced by
relocation administrator from monarch butterfly in Place 1
or in Place 2.
3. With a specific end goal to increase population, an old
monarch butterfly will pass away once a youngster is
produced. The recently produced one is at risk to be
disposed of on the off chance that it doesn't display better
wellness with regard to its parent. Under this situation, the
parent is kept in place and undestroyed.
4. The monarch butterfly people with the best wellness
moves consequently to the people to come, and they can't
be changed by any administrators. This can ensure that the
quality or the viability of the monarch butterfly populace
will never break down with the augmentation of ages.

Start
𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑎 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑁𝑃1 𝒅𝒐
// (𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑀𝐵 𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 1)
𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑛 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝐷 𝒅𝒐
//(𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑡ℎ 𝑀𝐵 )
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛;
𝑚 = 𝑟𝑎𝑑 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑖;
𝒊𝒇 𝑟𝑎𝑑 ≤ 𝑝 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑙𝑦 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑀𝐵 𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 1 ( 𝑚1 );
C𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑛𝑡ℎ 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑥𝑎𝑠+1 𝑎𝑠 𝑒𝑞. (1).
𝒆𝒍𝒔𝒆
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑙𝑦 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑀𝐵 𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚2 );
C𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑛𝑡ℎ 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑥𝑎𝑠+1 𝑎𝑠 𝑒𝑞. (3).
𝑬𝒏𝒅 𝒊𝒇
𝑬𝒏𝒅 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛

Monarch Butterfly Method

𝑬𝒏𝒅 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎

MBO achieve the ideal execution by and large and sexually
transmitted on certain experiments. MBO technique is given.

𝑬𝒏𝒅.

1. Monarch Butterfly Migration Operator
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Monarch Butterfly Adjusting Operator

Advantages of MBO

The procedure of butterfly modifying administrator can be
basically portrayed as takes after.
For every one of the components in MB b, if a haphazardly
created number rand is littler than or equivalent to 𝑝, it can be
refreshed as
𝑠+1
𝑠
𝑥𝑏,𝑛
= 𝑥𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑛

where
is the 𝑛𝑡ℎ component of 𝑥𝑏 at age of population 𝑠 +
𝑠
1 that exhibits the situation of the MB 𝑏. So, 𝑥𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡,𝑛
is the 𝑛𝑡ℎ
component of 𝑥𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 that is the 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 MB in Place 1 and Place
2. 𝑛 is present age number. On the differentiation, if 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 is
greater than 𝑝, it can be updated as

Here, 𝑥𝑚3 ∈ {1,2, … … , 𝑁𝑃2 }. Under this condition, if 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 >
𝐵𝐴𝑅, it can be additionally refreshed as takes after.
𝑠+1
𝑠
𝑥𝑏,𝑛
= 𝑥𝑏,𝑛
+ α ∗ (𝑑𝑥𝑛 ) − 0.5 Eq. (6)

Where 𝐵𝐴𝑅 demonstrates butterfly changing rate. dx is the
walk venture of the MB b that can be figured by performing
Le'vy flight.
Eq. (7)

In Eq. (6), α is the weighting factor that is given as Eq. (8)
α = 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 /𝑡 2

2.

Best parameter will be chosen with the utilization of
MBO

3.

Computational prerequisites are of essential
significance for any metaheuristic strategy. It is basic
to enhance the pursuit speed by dissecting the MBO
strategy.

4.

Genuine applications, ought to be utilized for effective
execution of the MBO technique, for example, picture
division, compelled enhancement, rucksack issue,
booking, dynamic advancement, radio wire and
microwave outline issues, and water, geotechnical and
transport building.

5.

The qualities of the relocation conduct (basically
movement administrator and margarine x altering
administrator) are romanticized to frame the MBO
strategy.

6.

More qualities, for example, swarm, resistance against
predators, and human interactions, can be admired and
simplied to be added to the MBO technique.

7.

Efforts ought to be made to enhance the normal
execution by refreshing the hunt process.

8.

MBO strategy managing high-dimensional capacities
and for the low dimensional capacities, MBO
performs more regrettable.

𝑒𝑞.(5)

𝑠
Where 𝑥𝑚3,𝑛
is the kth component of 𝑥𝑚3 that is arbitrarily
chosen in Place 2.

𝑑𝑥 = 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑦(𝑥𝑏𝑠 )

It has awesome in hence on its execution.

eq. (4)

𝑠+1
𝑥𝑏,𝑛

𝑠+1
𝑠
𝑥𝑏,𝑛
= 𝑥𝑚3,𝑛

1.

Eq. (8)

Where 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 is walk step can move in one stage, and 𝑡 is the
present age. Monarch butterfly administration can be in
algorithm 2.
𝑨𝒍𝒈𝒐𝒓𝒊𝒕𝒉𝒎 𝟐 ∶ 𝑨𝒅𝒋𝒖𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑩𝒖𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒇𝒍𝒚 𝒐𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒐𝒓
Start
𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑏 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑁𝑃2 𝒅𝒐
//(𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑀𝐵 𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2)
𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 𝑑𝑥 𝑏𝑦 𝐸𝑞. (7);
𝐹𝑖𝑔𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑦 𝑒𝑞. (8);
𝒇𝒐𝒓 𝑛 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝐷 𝒅𝒐
//(𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑏 𝑡ℎ 𝑀𝐵)
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑙𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒 𝑎 𝑟𝑎𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛;
𝒊𝒇 𝑟𝑎𝑑 ≤ 𝑝 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏
C𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑛𝑡ℎ 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑥𝑏𝑠+1 𝑎𝑠 𝑒𝑞. (4).
𝒆𝒍𝒔𝒆
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑙𝑦 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑎 𝑀𝐵 𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2( 𝑚3 );
𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑡ℎ 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑥𝑏𝑠+1 𝑎𝑠 𝑒𝑞. (5).
𝒊𝒇 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 > 𝐵𝐴𝑅 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒏
𝑠+1
𝑠+1
𝑥𝑏,𝑛
= 𝑥𝑏,𝑛
+ 𝜔 ∗ (𝑑𝑛 − 0.5);
𝑬𝒏𝒅 𝒊𝒇
𝑬𝒏𝒅 𝒊𝒇
𝑬𝒏𝒅 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛
𝑬𝒏𝒅 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑏
𝑬𝒏𝒅.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND PROPOSED WORK
Grid computing has become very popular due to its wide range
of applications via internet. The service composition based
techniques that are conscious from the server selection from the
cloud can progress to the cost and efficiency of parallel
computing. This thesis has focused on the different Genetic
Algorithms (GA) based makespan, deadline and flowtime
techniques.
The main limitation of the ant colony based technique is that it
converges at low speed in the initial stages and requires more
time and energy to converge. This happens as a result of
incorrect choice of the initial probable parameter. Therefore, in
this work Monarch Buttery Optimization based job scheduling
technique will be used. Because, it not suffers from poor
convergence speed, pre-mature convergence and not stuck in
local optima issue is the main motivation behind this research
work.
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4.

To draw comparison among the existing and proposed
techniques based on the makespan, deadline and flow
time.

EXPERIMENTS
In experiment section we study about simulation. The
simulations are done in Matlab environment. The makespan,
flow time and deadline are considered in simulations.
According to experimental part of the research we create
heterogeneous multi-cluster environment and on it scheduling
parallel jobs that simulate workflows execution on the set of
resources that have been taken as 64, 96 and 128 as shown in
Table 1 and 300, 500, 700 and 900 jobs set is used. Each job is
executed on computational resource at a completion of time.
Every computational resource has predefined value. For
MOMBO we used parameters such as: mutation probability –
0.8, crossover probability – 0.6, population size – 50,
populations’ interactions number – 130, iterations number – 20
and α – 0.5

Table 1: Overview of Multi-cluster environment
Cluster

Resources

Speed

1

64

1

2

16

2

3

16

3

4

32

4

Performance Matrices: below are some performance metrics
that are desired by different types of users and providers:
A. Makespan: Makespan refers to the total length of the
schedule i.e. the finishing time of the last task. İt is the most
popular optimization criterion and indicates the productivity of
a system. Lesser the value of makespan, more efficient is the
scheduler.
𝑀𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)
Where 𝑡𝑘 is the finishing time of task 𝑘.
B.
Flowtime: The sum of finalization times of all tasks is
called flow time.

Figure 1: Proposed Methodology of monarch Butterfly
Algorithm

𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = ∑ 𝑘 ∈ 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 (𝑡𝑘 )
Where 𝑡𝑘 is the finishing time of task 𝑘.

OBJECTIVES
Main objectives are as follows:
1.

To evaluate the performance of existing metaheuristics in parallel computing is based upon job
scheduling techniques.

2.

To propose Monarch Buttery Optimization in parallel
computing is based upon job scheduling techniques.

3.

To design multi-objective fitness function which will
use makespan, deadline and flow time.

First Experiment: In this experiment we have fixed all set of
resources and alpha then varies set of jobs as 300,500,700 and
900 jobs and find the fitness value of makespan and flowtime
with deadline constraint .as shown in table 2.
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Table 2: Makespan and Flow time with different number of
jobs
Makespan
MOMBO
757968
1166679
1638073
2070233

Flowtime
MOGA
195688
329132
456317
554591

MOMBO

Flow time
MOMBO
175965
296484
411508
497605

2000000

Makespan

Jobs Makespan
MOGA
300
681250
500 1048786
700 1473463
900 1864757

2500000

MOGA

1500000
1000000
500000

Second Experiment: we have fixed all set of jobs and alpha and
varies consisted of four instances of resources with
corresponding 64, 96 and 128 configuration and find the fitness
value of makespan and flowtime with deadline constraint as
shown in table 3.

0
300 500 700 900

Number of Jobs

Table 3: Makespan and Flow time with different
configuration of resources

128

332098

1479489

Flowtime Makespan
MOMBO MOMBO
223895
781392
272836
957802
298940

1600000
1400000
1200000

1330309

Third Experiment: we find the fitness value of makespan and
flowtime with and without deadline constraint as shown in
table 4.

Makespan

Resource Flowtime Makespan
MOGA
MOGA
64
247932
865016
96
305600
1075113

Figure 1: Makespan with different number of jobs

Makespan
MOGA
1571910
1049685

Flowtime
MOMBO
340571
262022

800000

MOMBO

600000

MOGA

400000

Table 4: Makespan and Flow time with (1st row) and without
(2nd row) deadline constraint
Flowtime
MOGA
378550
293696

1000000

200000
0
64

Makespan
MOMBO
1405768
942825

96

128

Number of Processors

Figure 3: Makespan with different processors
Fourth Experiment: we have fixed jobs and resource
configuration and find the fitness value of makespan and
flowtime at every predefined value by varying the values of
alpha as 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 as shown in tale 5.

α

Makespan
MOGA
0.2 1571910
0.4 1049685
0.6
966980
o.8
1

1233407
1422291

Makespan
MOMBO
1405768
942825
1084366

Flowtime
MOGA
378550
293696
264709

Flowtime
MOMBO
340571
262022
262606

1103355
1264957

313316
347792

281846
311098

1400000

Makespan

Table 5: Makespan and Flow time with different alpha
values.

1600000
1200000
1000000
800000

MOGA

600000

MOMBO

400000
200000
0

with

without

Number of Jobs
Figure 5: comparision of MOGA and MOMBO with and
without deadline constraint
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400000
300000
200000
100000

1600000
1400000
1200000
1000000
800000
600000
400000
200000
0

MOGA
MOMBO

0.2 0.4 0.6 o.8 1

0

α

300 500 700 900

Number of Jobs
Figure 7: Makespan with vary alpha
Figure 2: Flowtime with different number of jobs
Fig 1 compares the results of MOGA and MOMBO by varies
the number of jobs (300, 500, 700 and 900) and fix α and
processors on 128 to find makespan. Results clearly shows that
MOMBO have better performance than MOGA and fig 2
shows the flowtime parameter with same trend.

350000
300000

Flotime

250000
200000
150000

MOMBO

100000

MOGA

Fig 5 compares the results of MOGA and MOMBO to find
makespan with dealine and without deadline. Results clearly
shows that
by using deadline constraint have better
performance . Fig 6 shows the flowtime parameter with same
trend.

50000
0
64

96

Fig 3 compares the results of MOGA and MOMBO by varies
the number of processors(64, 96, 128) and fix number of jobs
at 500 and α for makespan. Results clearly shows that
MOMBO have better performance than MOGA and fig 4
shows the flowtime parameter with same trend.

128

Number of Processors

Figure 3: Flowtime with different processors

Fig 7 compares the results of MOGA and MOMBO by varies
the α (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1) and fix number of jobs at 500 and
processors on 128 to find makespan. Results clearly shows that
MOMBO have better performance than MOGA and fig 8
shows the flowtime parameter with same trend.

400000
300000
250000
200000

Flowtime

Flowtime

350000

MOGA

150000

MOMBO

100000
50000
0

with

400000
350000
300000
250000
200000
150000
100000
50000
0

MOGA
MOMBO

0.2 0.4 0.6 o.8 1

without

α

Number of Jobs

Figure 8: Flowtime with vary alpha

Figure 5: comparision of MOGA and MOMBO with and
without deadline constraint
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CONCLUSION
In this work we investigated the applicability of metaheuristic
algorithms with makespan, deadline and flowtime parameters.
So, for MOGA and MOMBO which can scheduling several
workflows with possible deadlines constrains in heterogeneous
parallel computational on matlab environment. Experimental
results show the comparison efficiency of proposed MOMBO
algorithm with MOGA have better much performance from the
point of keeping deadlines and from the point of generating
solutions with lower overall makespan and flowtime. We find
the result in four steps: First, number of processors can fix with
alpha and varies number of jobs. Second, fix number of jobs
with alpha and varies number of processors. Third, alpha varies
and constant number of processor and jobs and fourth, compare
the results of flowtime and makespan with and without deadline
constraint. In our future work we are going to make detailed
research and get explanations of these phenomena.
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